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Perfectie in beeld

Met ruim 40 jaar ervaring als fotovaklab is Kleurgamma de eerste keus van creatieven, galleries, professionals, musea en fotografie liefhebbers.

Kleurgamma staat fotografen, kunstenaars, musea, reclamebureau’s en foto liefhebbers bij in het streven naar het perfecte beeld. Zowel analoog als digitaal zijn we nummer één in kwaliteit. We concentreren ons op de specifieke wensen van diverse klanten in een omgeving van strakke deadlines en exacte aanleverspecificaties.













Wat we doen










Printen

Kleurgamma beschikt over verschillende typen printers voor verschillende soorten Fine-art papiersoorten.




Meer over printen





Afwerking

Opplakken, beschermen, veredelen, opspannen en monteren van prints.




Meer over afwerking





Scannen

In onze zeer hoogwaardige scanstudio worden o.a. negatieven en dia’s in de hoogste kwaliteit ingescand.




Meer over scannen
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[image: Jan-Willem Scholten]	
Jan-Willem Scholten (10)	


	
[image: Miep Jukkema]	
Miep Jukkema (6)	


	
[image: Rogier Bosschaart]	
Rogier Bosschaart (8)	









Alle galerijen bekijken











Instafeed










Awesome discounts for students ✨
15% All Year R


	[image: Awesome discounts for students ✨  15% All Year Round 25% On Graduation  Drop by, email or call us for more information!]







Compliments on how beautiful the exhibition of Foa


	[image: Compliments on how beautiful the exhibition of Foam talent 2024/2025 has been installed, it looks amazing!]







We are proud to produce Felipe Romero Beltrán’s


	[image: We are proud to produce Felipe Romero Beltrán’s exhibition for Foam. Now on view till the 1st of May.   @feliperomerobeltran  @foam_amsterdam  @kleurgamma]







We are proud to say we produced Carlijn Jacobs’s


	[image: We are proud to say we produced Carlijn Jacobs’s exhibition for Foam, on view till 21 of January.   @carlijnjacobs  @foam_amsterdam @kleurgamma @sabine_marcelis]







Ece Gölkap’s exhibition in Foam 3h revolves aro
[image: Ece Gölkap’s exhibition in Foam 3h revolves around two major events that took place in the Northeast of Turkey. With this project, Gölkap sheds light on conflicts related to cultural heritage, ecological devastation, and the complexities of changing geography due to historical events through in depth research, photography and archival material. See what it’s all about at Foam @foam_amsterdam @geceokalp]







We would love to see you at the Blow Up Gallery’
[image: We would love to see you at the Blow Up Gallery’s festive opening of Federico Campanale’s expo. Come and join us for a drink this Friday at 5 🥂]







We would love to see you at the Blow Up Gallery’
[image: We would love to see you at the Blow Up Gallery’s festive opening of the Federico Campanale exhibition! Come and have a drink with us 🥂]







@semlangendijk first solo exhibition in @foam_amst


	[image: @semlangendijk first solo exhibition in @foam_amsterdam shows the result of a long-term photographic investigation into the process and effects of gentrification and the social inequality it generates. Foam shows Haven at a time when many city dwellers are looking for affordable housing and when many residents can no longer afford to live in the neighbourhood they were once rooted in.  In collaboration with Foam, we handled the entire print production.   On view until 18 June.   #exhibition #galerie #foam #photography #opening #artist #framework #museum #fotografiemuseum #fotolab #collaboration]







Sometimes we go in deep! Like these prints for @ha


	[image: Sometimes we go in deep! Like these prints for @hans_vanreekum. Handmade Japanese Washi papers we treat with an emulsion by hand and then print. The results are unique!  Kleurgamma Hortusplantsoen 7-8 Amsterdam  #exhibition #galerie #photography #opening #artist #framework #museum #fotografiemuseum #fotolab #collaboration]








[image: Duo Expo opening with Petra van Bennekum and Corné Quartel on the March 9.  The Blow Up Gallery is happy to invite you to our new duo exhibition with Petra Van Bennekum and Corné Quartel on March 9 starting at 5pm.  Introducing the artists for our upcoming expo:  Corné Quartel @studio_quartel  The Resonance paintings In the history of Dutch painting, light has played a significant role. Some say it is ‘the Dutch light’, or was it a sensitivity of Dutch painters to the effects of it? For Corné Quartel, the light saturated landscapes of the young Mondrian are inspiring, but most of all, the late paintings from Rembrandt. He was a master in the use of light, but he was also able to portray the inner beauty of man - the Light of the Soul - and a depth of feeling beyond everyday reality. Corné’s work is a more abstract approach to the subject light. When light contacts the material world and hits a surface, it reflects as color. The subtle gradients on surfaces, for instance in a room, we perceive as spacious. He uses subtle gradients of color and shading to evoke a form of spaciousness which, by lack of representational forms, draws the experience inward. By applying many layers of paint, light and dark colors, he searches for certain dynamics that are uplifting and resonate inwardly, for silence or space.  See you soon at our opening on March 9 starting 5pm.  @kleurgamma  Hortusplantsoen 7-8 Amsterdam  #exhibition #galerie #photography #opening #artist #framework #museum #fotografiemuseum #fotolab #collaboration]








[image: Duo Expo opening with Petra van Bennekum and Corné Quartel on the March 9.  The Blow Up Gallery is happy to invite you to our new duo exhibition with Petra Van Bennekum and Corné Quartel on March 9 starting at 5pm.  Introducing the artists for our upcoming expo:  Petra Van Bennekum @petravanbennekum  In METANOIA // singing to my clay molecules Petra van Bennekum (visual artist) explores the arrangement of shapes and senses. The work on exhibit both reflects and celebrates her study into the emerging field of (sound) vibrations and the interchangeability of all matter. Clay forms slowly, it has its own will. Yet, evolving structures continuously interact with the vibrations within the space created by Petra. She is finding her voice while shapeshifting into silence. Petra is half of the globally working creative duo Petrovsky & Ramone, that shoots editorials and campaigns in the fashion industry. Her personal work materialised after longer and disconnecting breaks from society, in which she started experimental sculpting with wood and stones. In this process she drew from previous studies at Sint Joost Academy where she immersed in sculpture and monumental art. She has learned to trust the creative process and let the work unfold naturally. Petra has come to appreciate the beauty in letting go of control and allowing things to align on their own. At the moment Petra mainly uses clay as her material of practice. Through her work, she strives to create a sense of balance and harmony in her pieces and the spaces they occupy. She is working on a collaboration with Japanese artist Chiharu Orans to create olfactory sculptures. Together they set up an artistic research into their shared interests in sound and scentual healing - the Japanese word for scent means listening. Can there be such a thing as healing objects?  See you soon at our opening on March 9 starting 5pm.  Hortusplantsoen 7-8 Amsterdam  #exhibition #galerie #photography #opening #artist #framework #museum #fotografiemuseum #fotolab #collaboration]








[image: Duo Expo opening with Petra van Bennekum and Corné Quartel on the March 9.  The Blow Up Gallery is happy to invite you to our new duo exhibition with Petra Van Bennekum and Corné Quartel on March 9 starting at 5pm. Introducing the artists for our upcoming expo  Corné Quartel @studio_quartel  Reliefs  In his latest colorful wood reliefs, reminiscent of his background in design engineering, Corné explores the powerful and simplified form language of logo-design and endows it with meaning, derived from sacred geometry and theosophical principles. Principles that were of major influence to the founders of modern art, Mondrian and Kandinsky. The tense relationship between commercialism and human values is a recurring theme in Corné’s installations and paintings, reflecting earnestly and lightheartedly on the times we live in.  He has exhibited in The Royal Palace (The Royal award for painting), Gallery Donkersloot and Museum De Fundatie, amongst others and works in his Amsterdam studio in the Jordaan district.   See you soon at our opening on March 9 starting 5pm.  Hortusplantsoen 7-8 Amsterdam  #exhibition #galerie #photography #opening #artist #framework #museum #fotografiemuseum #fotolab #collaboration]




 



Laad meer...






 Volg op Instagram























Onze nieuwsbrief

Schrijf je in voor onze nieuwsbrief en je hoort als eerste over nieuwe nieuwe ontwikkelingen en speciale aanbiedingen.









Dankjewel! Je bent aangemeld voor onze nieuwsbrief.





Voornaam




Achternaam




E-mail






Abonneer






















	













Kleurgamma. Perfectie in beeld.
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Hortusplantsoen 7-8
1018 TZ Amsterdam
+31(0)20-6655301
info@kleurgamma.com

Blow Up Gallery
+31(0)20-6655301
info@blowupgallery.nl

ma t/m vrij 9:30 – 18:00 (vrij t/m 16:00) 
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